
 Made In The USA - Our skilled craftsman take great care in producing fur-
niture with value and lifetime quality. 

 
 Lifetime Guarantee - Integrity of workmanship provides peace of mind. 

 
 Custom Handcrafted - Made to order, to your exact specifications. 

 Solid American Hardwoods - We use locally grown American Hardwoods 
such as Red Oak, Cherry, Maple, Quartersawn White Oak, Rustic Oak, 
Rustic Cherry and Rustic Maple which come from responsibly managed 
forests.  

 Customization - Extensive choices in designs, styles, sizes, hardware, an-
tiquing and finishes are available. You can even design your own unique 
style! 

 Grain Matching - Hand matching wood for grain and color on the drawer 
fronts accentuates the true beauty of visual unity and fine craftsmanship. 
(Available with Ultimate Drawers) 

 Standard Ultimate Drawer - Six piece drawers feature dovetailed joints 
front and back. We do not substitute a different species of wood in this 
drawer. For example, in your cherry dresser, your drawer sides will be 
handcrafted of solid cherry. Drawer fronts are a solid single piece of wood 
and grain matched. 

 Optional Excellent Drawer - Five piece drawers feature dovetailed joints 
front and back. The box is crafted in natural red oak while the integrated 
drawer front will match the case. 

 
 Graduated Drawers - Drawers that decrease in size from bottom to top re-

sulting in a truly stylish and sophisticated look. 

The Keystone Difference  
Bedroom Casegoods 



 
 Finished Drawer Backs and Bottoms - Prevents warping and ensures a 

lifetime of trouble-free service. 

 Full Extension Soft Close Drawers - Standard on all our case goods, 
heavy duty dependable drawer slides are concealed beneath the drawer. 
With a static load rating of 100 pounds and successful testing of 100,000 
open-close cycles, these drawers will provide a lifetime of dependable op-
eration. 

 Dustproofing - Our full-size panel in the bottom of all our cabinets help to 
keep your belongings dust free. Dust panels between each drawer are avail-
able as an option. 

 Finished and Screwed Cabinet Backs - Finished cabinet backs are full-
size, inset and screwed into place - locking out dust, dirt, and adding rigid-
ity to the overall piece. 

 Floating Panel Door Construction - Solid wood floating panels are un-
stressed by seasonal changes, and actually float within the frame. Embed-
ded soft rubber spacer balls in the frame of all doors hold the door panel in 
place, absorb vibrations, and alleviate the potential for splits and cracks. 

 
 Beveled Glass - A standard item on all of our mirrors, allowing an extra di-

mension of depth and clarity. 

 E-Z Mount Mirror - An innovative “E-Z Mount” mirror system utilizes 
wooden bars and threaded inserts for a secure fit and quick easy installa-
tion. 

 
 Craftsman Date and Signature - It shows we care! The personal connec-

tion with commitment, a mark of integrity and excellence. 

 Keystone Finish - Hand applied and custom formulated, our multi-layered 
colors and varnishes produce a depth of clarity, beauty, and silky smooth-
ness seldom experienced with today’s furniture. Using up to 20 intensive 
finishing processes, our finish is tough and durable. 


